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Abstract: This paper is devoted to introduce a gauge theory of the Lorentz
Group based on the analysis of isometric diffeomorphism-induced Lorentz trans-
formations. The behaviors under local transformations of fermion fields and spin
connections (assumed to be coordinate vectors) are analyzed and the role of the
torsion field in a curved space-time is discussed.
1 General Remarks
In this work, we will demonstrate that an isometric diffeomorphism can formally induce
a local Lorentz rotation, thus standard spin connections ω abµ have no longer a gauge role
in this framework (being only a function of tetrads and behaving like vectors under the
diffeomorphism-induced Lorentz rotation). New gauge connections A abµ have to be intro-
duced into the dynamics to appropriately recover the Lorentz invariance of the scheme, when
spinor fields are taken into account. Furthermore, in the First-Order Approach, the geomet-
rical identification of the Lorentz Group (LG) gauge fields with a suitable bein projection
of the contortion field is allowed when a non-standard interaction term between generalized
connections and these gauge fields is postulated, if fermion matter is absent.
Notation: Greek indices (e.g., µ = 0, 1, 2, 3) change as tensor ones under general coordinate transfor-
mations (i.e., world transformations); Latin indices (e.g., a = 0, 1, 2, 3) are the tetradic indices and refer to
Lorentz transformations.
2 Review on the Tetradic Formalism and Spin Connections
Here we want to review the tetradic approach to General Relativity (GR). In such a scheme,
the metric gµν and the tetrads e
a
µ are linked by the usual relation gµν = ηab e
a
µ e
b
ν , where ηab
1
is the local Minkowski metric. Projecting tensor fields from the 4-dimensional manifold to the
Minkowskian space-time allows us to emphasize the local Lorentz invariance of the scheme
in presence of spinor fields. In fact, fermions transform like a particular representation S of
the LG, i.e., ψ → Sψ,
S = I − i4 ǫ
abΣab , Σab =
i
2 [γa, γb] , [Σcd,Σef ] = iF
ab
cdef Σab , (1)
where the Σab’s and the F
ab
cdef ’s are the generators and the structure constants of the LG,
respectively and ǫab (x) is the infinitesimal Lorentz rotational parameter. To assure the Lorentz
covariance of the spin derivative ∂µ ψ, connections ω
ab
µ must be introduced to define a
covariant derivative as
D(ω)µ = ∂µ + Γ
(ω)
µ , Γ
(ω)
µ =
1
2 ω
ab
µ Σab , ω
ab
µ = e
aν∇µe
b
ν = e
c
µ γ
ba
c , (2)
where the ω abµ ’s denote the so-called spin connections and γabc = e
µ
ce
ν
b∇µeνa are the Ricci
Rotation Coefficients (∇µ is the usual coordinate covariant derivative). Furthermore, spin
connections are able to restore the correct Dirac algebra in curved space-time, i.e., D(ω)µ γ
ν =
0 [1].
This picture suggests, in appearance, the description of gravity as a gauge model [2]. In
fact, the curvature tensor and the Einstein-Hilbert Action write as:
R abµν = ∂νω
ab
µ −∂µω
ab
ν +F
ab
cdefω
cd
µ ω
ef
ν , SEH(e, ω) = −
1
4
∫
det(e) d4x e µa e
ν
b R
ab
µν . (3)
and variation of SEH wrt connections leads to the II Cartan Structure Equation
∂µe
a
ν − ∂νe
a
µ − ω
ab
µ eνb + ω
ab
ν eµb = 0 . (4)
In the standard approach, denoting with Λba the Lorentz matrix, spin connections transform
like gauge vectors under infinitesimal local Lorentz transformations Λba = δ
b
a + ǫ
b
a, i.e.,
ω abµ
L
→ ω abµ − ∂µǫ
ab + 14F
ab
cdefǫ
cdω efν . (5)
Furthermore, we underline that the ω abµ ’s behave like ordinary vectors under general co-
ordinate transformations (i.e., world transformations). Here, the presence of tetrad fields
(introduced by the Principle of General Covariance) is an ambiguous element for the gauge
paradigm. In fact, spin connections can be uniquely determined as functions of tetrads (in
terms of the Ricci Rotation Coefficients γabc) and this relation generates an ambiguity in
the interpretation of the ω abµ ’s as the only fundamental fields of the gauge scheme since the
theory were based on two dependent degrees of freedom.
3 A Novel Approach for a Gauge Theory of the LG
In the model we propose here, the key point is that, if we are able to show (as we will
demonstrate in the following) how diffeomorphisms can induce local Lorentz transformations,
we can conclude that the ω abµ ’s can no longer be regarded as gauge potentials for the LG,
because of their transformation properties: do they behave like gauge fields or ordinary
(coordinate) vectors? In this sense, we hypothesize that new gauge fields must be added
to restore the Lorentz invariance of the theory. By other words, a strangeness arises as far
as spinor fields are analyzed under diffeomorphism-induced Lorentz rotation: fermions are
expected to be coordinate scalars and to transform according the usual laws under Lorentz
rotations. They live in the tangent bundle without experiencing coordinate changes and, if
the two transformations formally overlap, a puzzle on the nature of spinors comes out [3].
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The fundamental hypothesis of our model is in assuming that spin connections transform
like vectors if diffeomorphism-induced rotations are implemented. In this scheme, new gauge
fields A abµ , transforming according to their Lorentz indices, are the only fields able to restore
Lorentz invariance when local rotations are induced by coordinate changes. In fact, the
nature of gauge potentials is naturally lost by spin connections ω abµ , which are assumed to
behave like tensors only.
Let us now demonstrate that the correspondence between coordinate transformations and
local rotations takes place only if we deal with infinitesimal isometric diffeomorphisms :
xµ → x′µ = xµ + ξµ(x) , ∇µξν +∇νξµ = 0 , (6)
and the following transformation of the basis vectors is induced
e aµ (x)
D
→ e′ aµ (x
′) = e aν (x) ∂x
ν
/∂x′µ = e aµ (x) − e
a
ν (x) ∂ξ
ν
/∂x′µ . (7)
If we deal with an infinitesimal local Lorentz transformation Λba(x) = δ
b
a + ǫ
b
a(x), we get, up
to the leading order, the tetrad change (evaluated in x′ of eq. (6)):
e aµ (x)
L
→ e′ aµ (x
′) = Λba(x
′)e aµ (x
′) = e aµ (x
′) + e bµ (x) ǫ
a
b (x) . (8)
We can infer that the two transformation laws formally overlap if we assume the condition:
ǫab = ∇[aξb] − γabc ξ
c , (9)
where, to pick up local Lorentz transformations from the set of generic diffeomorphisms, the
isometry condition ∇(µξν) = 0 has to be taken into account in order to get the antisymmetry
condition ǫab = −ǫba for the infinitesimal parameter ǫab.
4 Spinorial Lie Derivative
It can be interesting to compare our approach with the one of [4, 5], where the formalism
of the Lie Derivative is extended to fermion fields. Spinors can only be introduced in the
tangent bundle of curved space-time by using the well-known Weyl formalism [6]. Such
scheme makes use of tetrads (described in Sec. 2) constituting an orthonormal basis in
tangent space which is covariant wrt local transformations preserveing the orthonormality,
i.e., local Lorentz SO(3, 1) transformations. As discussed above, spinors behave as scalars
under diffeomorphisms and, in the Weyl approach working in curvilinear coordinates on a
flat Minkowski background, one can find formally that Lorentz transformations coincide with
diffeomorphisms which do not affect the spinorial indices. Thus, also using Weyl formalism,
the nature of the spinor transformations becomes ambiguous.
Without using a gauge approach, such a puzzle was treated by Y. Kosmann [5] (see also
[4] and references therein) defining a spinorial Lie derivative Lξ wrt Killing vector fields ξ
µ
of eq. (6) (the standard Lie derivative reads £ξψ = ξ
µ∂µψ):
Lξ ψ ≡ ξ
µD(ω)µ ψ +
1
4 D
(ω)
[a ξb] Σ
ab ψ . (10)
Such a derivative, which is Lorentz-covariant, does not enter the Dirac Lagrangian as in a
gauge model, but the second term of the rhs of eq. (10) states the action of the isometric
diffeomorphisms on spinor fields as an infinitesimal Lorentz rotation described the parameter
ǫab = 1/2 D
(ω)
[a ξb] (see eq. (9)).
In [4], an interesting example is addressed: in a Minkowski space-time gµν = ηµν , choosing
the gauge e aµ = δ
a
µ , one can suppose the infinitesimal diffeomorphism described by the
3
Killing vector ξµ = θµνx
ν (where θµν = −θνµ = const.). As already discussed, this is formally
a standard infinitesimal Lorentz rotation and one gets
Lξ ψ = ξ
µ∂µψ +
1
4 θabΣ
abψ , (11)
as expected using the standard spinor formalism. This way, Lξψ represents a Lorentz covari-
antization of the standard Lie derivative £ξψ = ξ
µ∂µψ generating a Lorentz rotation which
trivializes the holonomy.
5 Spinors and Gauge Theory of the LG in Flat Space-Time
In such a scheme, the usual spin connections ω abµ can be set to zero choosing the gauge
e aµ = δ
a
µ (in general, they are allowed to be non-vanishing) and spin−1/2 fields are described
by the Lagrangian density
LF =
i
2 ψ¯γ
aeµa∂µψ −
i
2 e
µ
a∂µψ¯γ
aψ (12)
and they have to recognize the isometric components of the diffeomorphism as a local Lorentz
transformation since a spinor can noway be a Lorentz scalar. In this scheme, new Lorentz
connections A abµ have to be introduced for matter fields since, for assumption, the standard
connections ω abµ do not follow Lorentz gauge transformations and they are not able to restore
Lorentz invariance. An infinitesimal local Lorentz transformation (1) act on the spinor as
ψ(x) → S ψ(x) and γ matrices transform like Lorentz vectors, i.e., S γa S−1 = (Λ−1)ab γ
b.
The gauge invariance is restored by the covariant derivative
D(A)µ ψ = (∂µ −
i
4 A
ab
µ Σab)ψ , A
ab
µ → A
ab
µ − ∂µǫ
ab + 4F abcdef ǫ
ef A cdµ , (13)
where A abµ 6= ω
ab
µ represent natural Yang-Mill fields associated to the LG, living in the
tangent bundle. A Lagrangian LA associated to the gauge connections can be constructed
by the introduction of the gauge field strength F abµν , i.e.,
F abµν = ∂µA
ab
ν − ∂νA
ab
µ +
1
4F
ab
cdefA
cd
µ A
ef
ν , LA = −
1
4 F
ab
µν F
µν
ab . (14)
In flat space, the only real dynamical fields are the Lorentz gauge fields.
6 Curved Space-Time and the Role of Torsion
In what follows, we provide, in the First-Order Approach [7], a link between the dynamics of
the contortion field K abµ and the new Lorentz gauge connections A
ab
µ . The need to introduce
the A abµ fields in curved space-time is motivated by the restoration of the local invariance
under diffeomorphism-induced Lorentz transformations, while spin connections ω abµ allow
one to recover the proper Dirac algebra.
Considering the Riemann-Cartan space U4 filled with general affine connections Γ˜ρµν , the
torsion field T ρµν is defined as T
ρ
µν = Γ˜
ρ
[µν] and the II Cartan Structure Equation writes [8]
∂µe
a
ν − ∂νe
a
µ − ω˜
ab
µ eνb + ω˜
ab
ν eµb = e
a
ρ Γ˜
ρ
[µν] = e
a
ρ T
ρ
µν = T
a
µν . (15)
The total connections ω˜ abµ , solution of this equation, are
ω˜ abµ = ω
ab
µ +K
ab
µ , (16)
here K abµ is the contortion field derived by the usual relation K
µ
νρ = −
1
2 (T
µ
νρ − T
µ
ρν + T
µ
νρ).
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To establish the proper geometrical interpretation of the new gauge fields A abµ , let us now
introduce generalized connections ω¯ abµ and postulate the following interaction term
Sconn = 2
∫
det(e) d4x eµae
ν
b ω¯
[a
µc A
bc]
ν . (17)
In such an approach, the action describing the dynamics of the fields A abµ can be usually
derived form the gauge LagrangianLA (14), while the action that accounts for the generalized
connections can be taken as the action SEH (3), but now the projected Riemann tensor R
ab
µν
in (3) is constructed by the ω¯ abµ ’s. Collecting all terms together, one can get the total action
for the model. If fermion matter is absent, variation of the total action wrt connections ω¯ abµ
gives the generalized equation
∂µe
a
ν − ∂νe
a
µ − ω¯
ab
µ eνb + ω¯
ab
ν eµb = A
ab
µ eνb −A
ab
ν eµb , (18)
which admits the solution
ω¯ abµ = ω
ab
µ +A
ab
ν , (19)
As a result, comparing the expression above with the solution (16), we show how the new
gauge fields A abµ mimic, on shell, the dynamics of the contortion field K
ab
µ . To conclude, we
propose that contortion represents that field which is responsible for a correct Lorentz covari-
antization of the spinor dynamics under isometric diffeomorphism-induced local rotations of
the tetrad basis.
7 Concluding Remarks
In the proposed model, the key point has been fixing the equivalence between isometric dif-
feomorphisms and local Lorentz transformations. In fact, under the action of the former, spin
connections behave like a tensor and are not able to ensure invariance under the corresponding
induced local rotations. This picture has led us to infer the existence of (metric-independent)
compensating fields of the LG which interact with spinors. In curved space-time, a math-
ematical relation between the Lorentz gauge fields and contortion has been found from the
II Cartan Structure Equation if a (unique) interaction term between the gauge fields and
generalized internal connections is introduced.
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